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TOPOLOGICAL SPACES WITH PRESCRIBED

NONCONSTANT CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS1

BY

VERA TRNKOVÁ

Abstract. Given a Tt -space Y and a r3-space V, consider 7"3-spaces X such that X

has a closed covering by spaces homeomorphic to V and any continuous mapping

/: X -» Y is constant. All such spaces and all their continuous mappings are shown

to form a very comprehensive category, containing, e.g., a proper class of spaces

without nonconstant, nonidentical mappings or containing a space X, for every

monoid M, such that all the nonconstant continuous mappings of X into itself are

closed under composition and form a monoid isomorphic to M. The category of

paracompact connected spaces, having a closed covering by a given totally discon-

nected paracompact space, has, e.g., analogous properties. Categories of metrizable

spaces are also investigated.

I. Introduction. Let us begin with the well-known result of de Groot [3] that every

group is isomorphic to the group of all homeomorphisms of a topological space

onto itself. In 1964, at the Colloquium on Topology in Tihany, he posed the

problem whether any monoid (i.e., a semigroup with unit element) is isomorphic to

the monoid of all nonconstant continuous mappings of a topological space into

itself. Let us note that the set of all nonconstant continuous mappings does not

always form a monoid; the composition of two nonconstant mappings can be

constant. The exact formulation is as follows. Given a monoid M, does there exist a

space A such that the set of all nonconstant continuous mappings of A onto itself is

closed under composition and this set, endowed with this composition, forms a

monoid isomorphic to Ml The first step towards the solution of this problem was

given by Z. Hedrlin in [4]. He constructed a reflexive binary relation 7? on a set A

such that all the nonconstant 7?-preserving mappings of A into itself form a monoid

isomorphic to a given monoid M. The relation 7? induces a closure space on A by

the rule

cl A = {x G X\(a, x) G 7? for some a G A),

and 7?-preserving mappings are just continuous mappings of this closure space. The

full solution of the above problem is given in [14]; there, every monoid M is

represented by all the nonconstant continuous mappings of a metric space into

itself. In [15], every monoid is also represented by all the nonconstant continuous

mappings of a compact Hausdorff space into itself (this was already proved in [14]

but only under the assumption that there is no measurable cardinal). In all these
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papers, a more general setting, namely full and almost full embeddings of cate-

gories, is considered.

Let us recall some usual notions about categories and functors. A functor 4>:

K —> 77 is called a full embedding if it is an isofunctor of K onto a full subcategory

of 77. A category U is called universal if every concrete category (i.e., a category

admitting a faithful functor into the category of all sets and all mappings) can be

fully embedded in it. U is called s-universal if every small category (i.e., a category

whose objects form a set) can be fully embedded in it.

The investigation of full embeddings of categories was started by J. R. Isbell in

[9], and then developed by Z. Hedrlin, A. Pultr, L. Kucera and others in a number

of papers. Let us recall several results needed in the present paper. We denote by G

the category of all connected directed graphs and all compatible mappings (for the

exact definition, see §IV of the present paper). In [5], G is proved to be i-universal.

In [11], G is proved to be universal under the following set-theoretical assumption:

(M) Relatively measurable cardinals are not cofinal in the class of all cardinals.

Let P be the category whose objects are all pairs (S, 9"), where 5 is a nonempty

set, and 9" is a nonempty subset of exp S; f: (S, 9") —> (S", If) is a morphism of P

iff it is a mapping of S into S' such that, for every T in (ö',f~l(T) is in "J". Thus, P

is the category of all "topological spaces without axioms" and all their continuous

mappings. In [11], L. Kucera proved that P is universal (without any set-theoretical

assumption). Let us mention that these and many other facts about full embed-

dings are systematically presented in the monograph [13].

Now, let Top be the category of all topological spaces and all their continuous

mappings, let T be one of its full subcategories. A functor 4>: K —» T is called an

almost full embedding if, for any pair a, b of objects of K,

f:a^b^$(f): <D(a) -»$(¿>)

is a bijection of the set of all A-morphisms of a into b onto the set of all

nonconstant continuous mappings of <I>(a) into <£(£?), i.e., <I> is "full up to constant

mappings". T is called almost universal (or almost s-universal) if every concrete

category (or every small category, respectively) can be almost fully embedded on it.

Clearly,

if K is universal (or s-universal) and $: K ^> T is an almost full

embedding, then T is almost universal (or almost i-universal,

respectively).

What is really presented in [14] is a construction of an almost full embedding 91L

of G into the category M of all metrizable spaces; hence M is almost i-universal

(and, under (M), universal). Since every monoid M can be considered as a category

with precisely one object, it can be fully embedded into G, i.e. there exists a

connected graph G such that the monoid of all compatible mappings of G into

itself is isomorphic to M. Then the metrizable space 911(G) gives the representation

of M by all nonconstant continuous mappings, i.e. the solution of the above

problem of de Groot.
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Almost full embeddings of universal or ¿-universal categories are also used for

construction of stiff classes of spaces. Let us recall that a class C of topological

spaces is called stiff if, for every A, Y E C and every continuous mapping /:

A —> Y, either / is constant or A = Y and / is the identity (sometimes, the words

rigid or strongly rigid are also used; the investigation of stiff classes of spaces was

also started by de Groot in [3]). Let a cardinal a be given, let k(a) be a discrete

category (i.e., with no morphisms except the identities) such that its objects form a

set of cardinality a. Since k(a) is a small category, it can be almost fully embedded

into every almost ¿-universal category. Its image is a stiff set (of cardinality a) of

spaces. Hence, by [14], there are arbitrarily large stiff sets of metrizable spaces.

Since "large discrete category" (i.e., a discrete category whose objects form a

proper class) is concrete, every almost universal category contains a stiff proper

class of spaces. Hence, under (M), there is a stiff proper class of metrizable spaces.

In [10], V. Koubek constructed an almost full embedding of the universal category

P°p, opposite to P, into the category of paracompact spaces. Hence there is a stiff

proper class of paracompact spaces (without any set-theoretical requirement).

As a final remark of the introduction, let us note that the proof of the

universality of P is deep and difficult. On the other hand, we give here quite a

simple proof that P contains a proper rigid class, i.e. a proper class of objects

without nonidentical morphisms. Hence, the existence of stiff proper classes of

spaces, based on almost full embeddings of P into full subcategories of Top, can be

easily verified.

Proposition. P contains a proper rigid class.

Proof. For every infinite cardinal a put 9(a) = ?>x(a) u 92(a), where

9,(a) = {{x, y}\x,y G a),    %(a) = {{z Ea\z > x}\x E a).

(As usual, every cardinal is considered as the set of all smaller ordinals.) We show

that if/: (a, ^(a)) -> (ß, 9(/3)) is a morphism of P, then necessarily a = ß and/

is the identity. Since {x} is in 'ö(ß) for every x G ß and 0 is not in 9(a),/must

be a mapping onto ß. Let us suppose/(x) = f(y) for some x,y E a, x ¥=y. Choose

z G ß such that/(0) * z and/(x) G p = {/(0), z). Sincep is in 9(/3),/~'(p) is in

9(a). Since card/~'(p) > 3, f~x(p) must be in 92(a). Since f~x(p) contains 0, it

must be equal to the whole a, which is a contradiction. We conclude that a = ß

and/ is a bijection. Then/"'(r) G 92(a) whenever T E 92(/3). This implies, by

transfinite induction, that / is the identity.

II. The main theorems. Let us add two aspects to the field of problems mentioned

in the introduction.

(A) All the results described in the introduction, say that there are spaces such

that all nonconstant continuous mappings between any pair of them have some

prescribed properties. A classical question of topology is about nonconstant con-

tinuous mappings into a given space. Let us recall the regular space without

nonconstant continuous real functions of E. Hewitt [8] and J. Novak [12] and the
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following well-known generalization of H. Herrlich [6]. For any TpSpace Y there

exists a regular space A with more than one point and such that any continuous

mapping /: A —» Y is constant. Now, we can ask about the coherence of these

problems. For example, let a 7",-space, Y, and a monoid, M, be given. Does there

exist a space A (regular, if possible) such that any continuous mapping /: A -* Y is

constant and all nonconstant continuous mappings of A into itself form a monoid

isomorphic to Ml We give much more than merely the affirmative answer to this

question.

(B) Embeddings of spaces into spaces with prescribed properties are often met

with in topology and can also be investigated in the above field of problems. For

example, given a space V and a monoid M, does there exist a space A containing V

(nicely embedded, if possible; for example, as a closed subspace) such that all

nonconstant continuous mappings of A into itself form a monoid isomorphic to

Ml For Tx-spaces V, we prove a stronger result than the affirmative answer to this

question.

In what follows, all topological spaces are supposed to be Tx-spaces. Speaking

about categories of topological spaces, we always mean these spaces and all their

continuous mappings, i.e. the full subcategories of Top.

Let V be a topological space. We say that a space A contains V many times if for

any v E V and any x G A there exists a homeomorphism h of V onto a closed

subspace of A such that h(v) = x.

The aim of the present paper is to prove the following theorems.

Theorem 1. Let a space Y be given. Let V be a space (Hausdorff or regular). Then

all the spaces (Hausdorff spaces or regular spaces, respectively) X containing V many

times and such that any continuous mapping f: X —» Y is constant, form an almost

universal category.

Theorem 2. Let V be a completely regular (normal or paracompact) totally

disconnected space. Then all completely regular (normal or paracompact) connected

spaces, containing V many times, form an almost universal category.

Theorem 3. Let V be a metrizable totally disconnected space. Then all connected

metrizable spaces, containing V many times, form an almost s-universal category and,

under (M), they form an almost universal category.

In fact, we prove a more general statement, depending not only on the given

spaces Y and V but also on some "parameters" (it is formulated in §V.14) and by

suitable choices of parameters, we obtain all the above theorems.

III. Basic construction.

1. Let P be a topological space with a distinguished point p. Let Q be a

topological space with three distinct distinguished points, say qx, q2, q3. With

respect to these data, we define a space A (denoted by (P, p) * (Q, qx, q2, q3), if it is

necessary to indicate the given data), by induction, as follows:

X0 " P>       °o = P-
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If Xn and its distinguished point on are defined, we put

Yn+i = XnV      y      (Q X{y}),

where V denotes the sum (= coproduct) in the category Top, i.e. the disjoint union

as clopen subspaces, An + 1 is the quotient space of Yn+X obtained by the identifica-

tions

(ox,y) ~y    and    (q2,y) ~ o„    for any y E Xn\{o„),

(a3>y)~(l3>y')    for any y,/ G A„\{o„).

The point obtained by the last identification is defined to be <?„+,. To simplify the

notation, we shall suppose that A„ c A„+1, Xn is a subspace of Xn+X, Q X {y) is a

subspace of An+, for any_y G Xn\{on} and

(ivy)=y,     (i2>y) = °n>     (iv y) = °n+\

for any y E Xn\{on). Put A = U ~=0 A„ with the inductively generated topology

on A.

Observation. The sequence {on} has no accumulation point in A.

Proposition. If P and Q both are Hausdorff (or regular or completely regular or

normal or paracompact), then X has the same property.

The routine proof is omitted.

2. The metric form of the construction. Let P, Q be metric spaces, let us suppose

that diam P < 1, diam Q < 1, dist(i7,, qj) = 1 whenever i ^=j. We define A0 = P,

»o = p again and

Yn+l = x„\j   y   (gx{v))

again, but now V denotes the sum (= coproduct) in the category Metr of all

metric spaces with diameter < 1 and all their contractions (we recall that / is a

contraction if

dist(f(x),f(y)) < dist(x, y))

always, i.e., the summands are embedded into Yn + X isometrically and the distance

of points of distinct summands is equal to 1. Xn+, is a quotient space of Yn+, in the

category Metr, obtained by the same identifications

(li,y)~y,        (<72>v)~a„    forally G An\{o„},

(?3>y)~(l3>y')    forally,/ G A„\{o„};

the point obtained is on+x. In more detail, if t is the metric of Yn+X, then a(x,y) is

defined as inf 2*=0 T(a<> ̂ /)> where the sum is taken over a chain

(a0, b0, ax, bx, . . . , ak, bk) such that x = a0, b0 ~ ax, bx~ a2, . . . , bk = y, and the

infimum is taken over all these chains.

Observation, a is really a metric on An+1, A„ is embedded into An+1 isometri-

cally.

Hence, we may suppose Xn c Xn+X as a metric space. Consequently, there is the

unique metric on A = U T~o X„ such that all the A„ are subspaces.
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Observation, diam A = 1, dist(o„, om) = 1 whenever n¥=m. X is complete

whenever P and Q are complete.

In what follows, we consider the topological case, i.e. the construction in Top, as

well as the metric case, i.e. the construction in Metr. The text is written for Top,

differences for the metric case are sketched in parentheses, if necessary.

3. For any y G X„\{on), denote by e : Q -> A the mapping sending q E Q to

(q, y). Clearly, ey is a homeomorphism into (and a contraction in the metric case).

For every y G A denote by X(y) the smallest natural number such that y E

xMo„}.
Observation. If ey(q2) = ey.(q2) or ey(q3) = ey(q3), then X(y) = X(y'). If, more-

over, ey(qx) = ey,(qx), then y = /.

4. For every / define

p/+u: A/+, u {om\m > 1} -> X, U {om\m > 1}

by

Pi+ij(z) = z    whenever z G A, u {om|w > /),

Pi+\,i(q> x) = x    whenever x G A\{o,},        q E Q\{qx, tf2, ?3}.

Clearly, pl+xl is continuous at every point y G A/+,\{o/; o/+1}. Now, we define a

space X, as (A^o,}) u {om|w > l), where the topology on X¡\{o,} is as in A and

all the points om, including the point o„ are isolated in X¡. Define

p,:A\{0m|m >./}'-+£,

as follows. Put Pi(z) = z whenever X(z) < /. If n = X(z) > /, consider the mapping

P = Pn,n~\°  ■ ■ ■   ° Pt+ iy and Put Pi(z) = PO)-

Observation. p¡ is a continuous mapping.

Hence, for every n, a domain-range-restriction of pn+x defines a continuous

retraction of (A„+,\{#„+,}) u U X<EX„ Cx> wnere Cx is the component of

A\{om|w > «} containing x, onto An + 1\{on+,}.

Define

p,:X^{om\m>l}Zxl^X,

where the last arrow is the inclusion.

Observation. If C is a connected subset of A\{om|w = 0, 1, 2, ... } and p0

maps it onto on, then pn also maps it onto on.

5. Let a space V be given. Let W be the quotient space of \/vey(V X {v})

obtained by the identifications (v, v) — (v', v') for all v,v' E V, the point obtained

by these identifications is denoted by w. (For the metric case, we suppose

diam V < 1 and the construction proceeds in Metr.)

Observation. If If is a closed subspace of Q and qx = w, then A contains V

many times.

6. Given a space W with its distinguished point w, we define a W-tree T as

follows: T0 = W, Tn+X is the quotient space of Tn \J \/teT(W X {t}) given by

the identifications / ~ (w, t) for all t E T . We suppose  Tn c Tn+X  and T is
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defined as U^°=o T„ witn me inductively generated topology. (For the metric case,

we suppose diam W < 1 and the construction proceeds in Metr.) w is called the

root of the tree T.

7. Let W be a space with a distinguished point w. Let Q contain W as a closed

subspace such that w = qx and q2, q3 E Q\W. Define a binary relation ~ on

A = (P,p) * (Q, qx, q2, q3) as follows. The relation — is the equality on X0, i.e.,

x ~y implies x = y whenever x,y E X0. If — is already defined on Xn, we extend

it onto Xn+X by x~y iff either x = y or x G W X {x},y E W X {y} and x~y.

This definition really extends the relation ~ because on~ z for no z E Xn\{o„);

on the other hand, if x,y E Xn\{o„), then x = (qx, x), y = (qx,y) and qx = w E

W.

Observation. The relation ~ is an equivalence on A. It defines a closed

decomposition of A into subsets homeomorphic to the If-tree T. We call them

W-branches of X. A point x of A is a root of its W-branch (i.e., the W-branch

which contains it) if either x G A0 or x G ey(Q\W) for some y E X. If m =£ n,

then on and om are contained in distinct If-branches.

8. Let nonempty spaces V and Y be given. Construct the space W and its

distinguished point w as in 5. Let 77 be a space and hx,h2 two of its distinct points

such that no continuous mapping of 77, either into Y or into the W-tree T,

distinguishes A, from A2. Denote by Z the quotient of 77 V W, where we identify A,

and w. (For the metric case, we suppose diam V < 1, diam H < 1, dist(A,, A2) = 1

and the sums and the quotients go in Metr.) In what follows, we work with a space

«2
(a) containing Z as a closed subspace;

(b)qx = A, = w,q2 = A2G Q\W,

(C) q3 G ßxZ.

Observation. For any (P,p), the space A = (P,p) * (Q, qx, q2, q3) has the

following properties:

(a) It contains V many times.

(ß) Any continuous mapping of A into Y or into the If-tree is constant.

(y) The equivalence ~ described in 7 defines a closed decomposition of A into

If-branches.

9. Let P and P' be spaces with distinguished pointsp and/?'. Let Q and qx, q2, q3

be as in 8. Put A = (P,p) * (Q, qx, q2, q3), X' = (P',p') * (Q, qx, q2, q3). We use

the notation in the construction of A as in 1 and the same notation for A', the

symbols being primed only, i.e. X' = U ^L0 X'„, e'z: Q —> X' sends q to (q, z) for

z E X' and so on.

Let 9 be the set of all continuous mappings /: P -^ P' such that f(p) = p',

f(P\{p}) C 7"\{p'}. For every/ G 9 define/: A -* X' as follows: f(x) = f(x) for

all x G A0; if / is defined on Xn, extend it on An + , by f(q, y) = (q,f(y)) for every

q G Q,y E A„\{<?„}. One can see easily that ey °/= e¡\yX; particularly, f(on) = o'n

for all n.

10. Q and qx, q2, q3 are supposed to be as in 8; the other notation as in 9.
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Lemma A. Let every continuous mapping k: Q —» X' either be equal to e'z for some

z E X' or map the whole Q into one W-branch of X'. Let g: X —* X' be a continuous

mapping. Then either g is constant or ey ° g = e'g(yX for all y G A.

Proof. By our assumption, ey ° g either is equal to e'z for some z G X' (and then

necessarily z = g(y)) or maps Q into one If-branch. Hence, we have only to prove

that if there exists y G A such that e ° g maps Q into one If-branch, then g is

constant. Denote n = X(y) (for the definition of the symbol X see 3). Then

ey(a?) ~ °n> ey(a3) = °n+v Since o¡ and o'¡+x are in distinct If-branches of A' for

every /, no eb ° g can be equal to any e'z whenever b E A„\ {<?„}. Consequently g

maps the whole An + 1 into one If-branch. Then, for every y G An + 1\{on + 1), g

maps ey(Q) into one If-branch because g(y) = g(ey(qx)) and g(on + x) are contained

in one If-branch. Now, we can proceed by induction. We conclude that g maps the

whole A into one If-branch of A'. Then g is constant, by S(ß).

Lemma B. Let the following two conditions be fulfilled.

(i) Every continuous mapping Q^>X' either is equal to some e'z or it maps the

whole Q into one W-branch of X'.

(ii) Every continuous mapping P —> A' maps P either into P' or into one W-branch

ofX'.
Then any continuous mapping g: X —» X' is either constant or equal to f for some

/g9.

Proof. By Lemma A, either g is constant or ey ° g = e'g(yX for all y E X. We

have to prove that, in the second case, g = / for some / G 9\ If g maps P into one

If-branch of A', then for any y E P\{p}, the equation ey ° g = e'gM cannot be

true. We conclude that g maps P into P', by (ii) and g(p) = /?', g(y) =£p' whenever

y G P\{p). Consequently, the domain-range restriction/: 7*-» P' of g is in 9.

Clearly, g = /

IV. The triangle-construction and the basic functors. Let P be the category defined

in §1. Let G be the category of all connected directed graphs, mentioned in §1, i.e.

objects are all pairs (S, R), where S is a nonempty set, 7? c S X S and

for every sx,s2 E S (not necessarily distinct) there exist tx = sx,

t2, . . ., tn = ¿2 in 5 such that either (i,, ti+x) or (ti+x, t¡) is in 7?;

/: (S, R) —» (S', 7?') is a morphism of G iff it is a mapping of S into 5" such that

(f(sx),f(s2)) E R' whenever (sx, s2) E 7?. We recall that G is ¿-universal and, under

(M), it is universal by [5] and [11]; P is universal by [11]. In [14], an almost full

embedding 'DTL of G into Top is constructed such that any 911(5, 7?) is metrizable

(in fact, a complete metric semicontinuum). In [10], an almost full embedding «¿P :

pop _^ -j.0p js constructed, where P°p is the category opposite to P, such that every

space <3'(S, 9) is paracompact. Here, we sketch a modified construction of almost

full embeddings 911 : G —> Top, 9 : P°p —> Top, which will be used in the next

section. First, we present the triangle construction used in the construction of 9H

and 9 and also in the next section.
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1. Let G be a Cook continuum, i.e. a compact metrizable connected space such

that

for every subcontinuum A of Q and every continuous mapping /:

A -^ Q, either/ is constant or/(x) = x for all x G A.

Such a continuum was constructed by H. Cook in [1]. For a more detailed

description of the construction, see also [13].

2. The triangle construction. Let Dx, . . . , D4 be the following sets of pairs.

Dx = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 1)},

D2 = {(1, (1, 1, 1)), (2, (1, 1, 2)), (3, (1, 1, 3)),

(1, (1, 2, 3)), (2, (1, 2, 1)), (3, (1, 2, 2))),

D3 = {((«, 1,/), (n, 2,j))\j = 1, 2, 3, n = 1, 2, . . . },

D4 = {((«, k,j), (n + 1, k,j))\j =\,2,3,k=\,2,n = \,2,...}.

Put D = Dx u D2 u D3 u D4 and for any ¿/ = (dx, d2) E D denote irx(d) = ¿„

7T2(i/) =  d2.

Let 6E = {Ad\d E D] be a pairwise disjoint collection of nondegenerate subcon-

tinua of C. We metrize every Ad such that if d E Dx then diam^ = 2~x, if

d E D2 then diam y4¿ = 2~2, if d E D3, d = ((n, \,j), (n, 2,y')) then diam/Lj =

2-(n+1>, if d G 7>4, ¿ = ((«, /t,y), (« + 1, /V,y)), then diam Ad = 2-(n+2). In any Ad

choose two points axd, ad such that dist(aj, ad) = diam Ad. Let A be the quotient of

the sum Vaez? -4/> Dom tne quotient and the sum considered in the category Metr,

given by the identifications

ad ~ a'd,,   whenever "n¡(d) = ir?(d').

Let A be the completion of the space A. It is obtained by adding three distinct

points to A, say ax, a2, a3, aJ just being the limit of the sequence {ar'}^_i with

rn = ((n, l,y), (n + 1, 1,/)). The situation is illustrated in the figure. We have

diam A = 1, dist^, aJ) = 1 for y ¥=f. To simplify the notion, let us suppose that

Ad c A. Thus Ad n Ad,=£0 iff nk(d) = wk.(d') for some k, k' E {1, 2}. If this

intersection is nonempty, it consists just of ad = ad,.
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A circle in A is a finite set {Bx, . . . , Bn) of distinct members of & such that

Bj n BJ+, ^ 0 for/ = 1, . . . , n - 1, Bn n 5, =¿ 0 and 5* n 5, = 0 otherwise.

Observation. For every distinct d, d' E D, Ad and Ad, can be inserted into a

circle. More precisely, there exists a circle {Bx, . . . , Bn) such that Bx = Ad,

Bk = Ad, for 1 < k < n.

3. First, we construct the almost full embedding 911: G—»Top. Given a con-

nected graph G = (S, R), denote by 911(5, 7?) the quotient of the sum

V (A X {r})
rSR

(the sum and the quotient both are taken in Metr) given by the identifications

(a3, r) ~ (a3, r')    for all r,r' E 7?,

(aJ, r) — (af, r')    whenever Wj(r) = irf(r'),j,j' E {1, 2}

(where we denote ttx(sx, s2) = ¿,, 7r2(¿,, ¿2) = ¿2 again). Denote by ey. A —> 911(G)

the embedding of A onto its rth copy, i.e. sending any a E A to (a, r). The point

er(a3) is denoted bypG.

If/: (S, 7?) -> (5', 7?') is a morphism of G, we define 91t(/) = g: 911(5, 7?) -►

9H(5', 7?') by g(«, (¿„ ¿2)) = (a, (f(sx),f(s2))), i.e.

e(ílIÍ2) ° g = e'(y(í,)^2))

for every (¿,, ¿2) G 7? (where e,' denotes the embedding of A onto its ith copy in

911(5', 7?')).

Clearly, 91L: G —>Top is really a functor, any 9IL(5, 7?) is a metrizable space

(since the construction is made in Metr, 911(5, 7?) is obtained as a metric space

with a complete metric and any 9H(/) is a contraction) and

every 91t(/) mapspG topG. and 9H(G)\{pG} into 91t(G')\{pG.}.

We have only to show that 9H is almost full. This is proved in the three lemmas

below.

Lemma A. Let d0 be in D, let h: Ad —» 91L(5, R) be a continuous mapping. Then

either h is constant or is the domain-restriction of ey. A —» 911(5, 7?) for some r E R.

Proof. For every d E D, r E 7?, put %, = er(Ad\{ax, a2}), Gd¡r = A"'(%,).

Let us suppose that Gdr ¥" 0 for some r E R and some d E D\{d0}. Gdr is open

in Ad and if also Ad \Gdr ¥= 0, then, by the well-known Kuratowski theorem, the

closure of any component of Gdr intersects its boundary. The closure of one such

component is a subcontinuum of Ad, hence that of the Cook continuum Q,

mapped by A onto a nondegenerate subcontinuum of er(Ad), homeomorphic to a

subcontinuum of 6, disjoint with Ad . This is impossible, hence Ad \Gdr = 0, i.e. A

maps Ad into er(Ad). Then, necessarily, A is constant. We conclude that if A is

nonconstant, then h(Ad) c 911(5, 7?)\%, where % is the union of all %¿r with

r E R, d E D\{d0}. Since h(AdJ is connected, nondegenerate, it is contained in

er(Ad) for some r E R. Then necessarily A is the domain-restriction of er.

Lemma B. Let h: A ^> 911(5, 7?) be a continuous mapping. Then either A is

constant or A = er for some r E 7?.
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Proof. By Lemma A, A maps every Ad either onto one point or onto e^dy(Ad) like

the er((/). Let {Bx, . . ., Bn} be a circle in A. If h maps Bx onto one point, then

necessarily it maps all the B¡ onto the point. Since any Ad, Ad, with d ¥= d' can be

inserted into a circle in A, A is constant whenever it maps some Ad onto one point.

Otherwise, the r(dy~s are all equal to some r G 7? and A = er.

Lemma C. Let g: 911(5, 7?) —» 91L(5', R') be a continuous mapping. Then either g

is constant or g = 91t(/) for a morphism f: (5, 7?) -> (5', 7?') of G.

Proof. For every r E 7?, er ° g is either constant or equal to e'r, for some r' E R',

by Lemma B. Since (5, 7?) is supposed to be connected, g is constant whenever

er ° g is constant for some r E R. Otherwise er ° g = e¡, for every r E R. In this

second case, for every s E S choose r E R such that 77,(r) = s for y G (1, 2} and

put/(¿) = wj(r'). Then/: (5, 7?) -h> (5', 7?') is a morphism of G and g = 91t(/).

4. Now, we describe the construction of 9 : P°p ->• Top. Let D, & = {Ad\d E D }

and A be as in 2, let 7? be a nondegenerate subcontinuum of C, disjoint with all the

Ad. Choose three distinct points in B, say A, 0, 1. For every object to = (5, 9) of P,

denote by Bs the space of all mappings of 5 into B, endowed with the topology of

pointwise convergence, by A5 the constant mapping of 5 onto A and, for every

reî.byxr^^fi the point of Bs with xT(s) = l if s G T> xAs) = 0 if ¿ G T.

Then 'dP(co) is defined as the quotient space of 7i5 V Vreg(^ x {^}) given by the

identifications

(ax, T) ~ xr,        (a2, r) ~ bs    for every r G 9,

(a3, T) — (a3, 7")    for every r,T' G 9.

The point obtained by the last identification is denoted by pa. Since A and B are

compact and metrizable, 9 (c<?) can be easily shown to be paracompact.

Now, let /: u^w'bea morphism of P, co = (5, 9), w' = (5', 9'). ^P(/) = g:

9(0)') —> iP(co) is defined as follows. It sends any <p: 5' —> 7? to / ° <p: S —> B and

any (a, 7)G^ X {7} to (a,/"'(T)) 6^x {/"'(T)} (this is correct because

T E 9' implies/- '(T) G 9). One can verify that this definition is compatible with

the above identifications, i.e. if x — y then g(x) — g(y), consequently g is a

correctly defined continuous mapping. Clearly, 9 : P°p —» Top is really a functor

and, for any/: co —* co' in P, 9(f) mapspu, top^ and 9(o)')\{p01,} into 9(ui)\{pa}.

It remains to show that 9 is almost full. We prove it in the three lemmas below.

Lemma A. Let A : A —» 9 (co) Ae a continuous mapping. Then either A « constant or

h(a) = (a, T) for some T E 9 and all a G A.

Proof, (a) First, we prove that A maps every Ad either onto one point or

h(a) = (a, T(d)) for some T(d) G 9 and all a E Ad. For every d E D, T E 9,

denote %¡T = (^\{af, a(\) X {T}. Put C = (0, 1}S C 5s and % =

7is\(C U {bs}). If d E D is given, put ^ = {%} u {^.rl^ e ^ rf' G

7K{c7}}. Every % G ^ is open in ?P(co), hence G = A_1(^L) n ^¿ is open in Ad.

If G ¥= 0 and Ad\G ¥= 0, then we obtain the contradiction with the Kuratowski

theorem as in the proof of Lemma A in 3. Hence, if G 9* 0, then necessarily

A(^rf) c %, i.e., A is constant on Ad. If A is not constant on Ad, we obtain that
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h(Ad) C <3»\    (J    ^l.

Since h(Ad) is connected, nondegenerate (and C is totally disconnected) there exists

T(d) G 9 such that h(a) = (a, T(d)) for all a E Ad.

(b) If A is constant on some Ad, then it is constant. The proof of this is quite

analogous as the proof of Lemma B in 3. Otherwise, h(a) = (a, T(d)) for some

T(d) E 9 and all a E A. Then necessarily all the T(d)ys are equal to each other.

Lemma B. Let S' be a set, A: Bs -h> 9(u>) be a continuous mapping. Then either A

is constant or h(Bs) c Bs.

Proof. First, let us notice that every continuous mapping of B into '3'(to) is

either constant or maps B into Bs. The proof of this is quite analogous to part (a)

of the previous proof. Now, let 5' be a nonempty set such that h(<p0) G Bs for

some <p0 G Bs. For any t E 5' define r/,: B -» Bs such that r/(x) = <p where

<p(¿) = (p0(¿) for all s E 5\{r), <p(t) = x. Then 17, ° A is constant. Consequently

A(<p) = A(tp0) whenever tp differs from cp0 for at most one s E 5'. By induction,

A(<p) = A(tp0) whenever cp differs from <p0 for a finite number of ¿ G 5'. These cp's

form a dense subset of Bs, hence A maps Bs onto A(cp0).

Lemma C. Let g: 9 (co') -^ 9 (co) be a continuous mapping. Then either g is constant

or g = 9 (f) for a morphism f: co —» co' of P.

Proof, (a) First, let us suppose that g is constant on Bs. Then g(bs) = g(xr)

for every T E 9'; hence g is constant on every A X {T}, by Lemma A. Then g is

constant.

(b) Let g be nonconstant on Bs'. Then g(Bs) c Bs, by Lemma B. For any

¿ G 5, denote by try. Bs ->• B the ¿th projection. By [7], g ° try Bs' -> B is either

constant or a projection. Let us suppose that g is constant on A X { T) for some

T E 9'. Then, for every ¿ G 5, w5(g(As)) = ^(gíXr))- Since every projection

Bs -> B maps bs to b and Xr in {0' '}> ? " f, cannot be equal to a projection,

hence it is constant. But then g is constant on Bs, which is a contradiction. We

conclude that g is nonconstant on any A X {T}; it maps it onto A X {T} by the

rule (a, T) ~> (a, T), by Lemma A. Moreover, for every s E 5, g ° irs is a projec-

tion, say an /(¿)th one. Consequently, /: 5 —> 5' is a mapping such that g(cp) =

/ ° cp for every cp G 5s'. One can verify that f = f~x(T), i.e.,/: (5, 9) -> (5', 9) is

a morphism of P and g = 9 (f).

V. The construction of Q and the proofs of main theorems. Let Q be a Cook

continuum; let D be as in §IV.2. Let B be a nondegenerate subcontinuum of 6; let

6B' = {Ad\d E D), i E (1, 2, 3), be collections of nondegenerate subcontinua of G

such that

3

& = {B}U  [J &
1=1
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is pairwise disjoint. Let 911 : G —* Top be the almost full embedding constructed as

in §IV.3 by means of 6B3 (the upper index 3 is added to the symbols in the

construction, if necessary) and let 9 : P°p -» Top be the almost full embedding

constructed as in §IV.4 by means of B and &3.

In this section, we construct Q and qx, q2, q3 by means of (3) and 6E2 such that if

(P,p) = (911(G), pG) or (P,p) = (9(u),pJ, where 911 and 9 are constructed by

means of (3? (or B and (3?, respectively), then Lemma B from §111.10 can be

applied. Then the functors

$: G -> Top,        *: Pop -» Top,

defined by

*(G) = (911(G),pG) * (Q, qx, q2, q3), *(/) = W(Jj,

*(«) = (<3>(co),pJ * (Q, qx, q2, q3), *(/) = Wf),

(for the definition of the strip, see §111.9) are almost full embeddings of ¿-universal

category G and universal category Pop.

1. Let spaces V and Y be given. Construct If and its distinguished point w as in

§111.5. Let T be a If-tree (for the definition, see §111.6). Let £ be as above, i.e. a

pairwise disjoint collection of nondegenerate subcontinua of a Cook continuum G,

& has the form {B} u U ,3= i &'■ Let 77 be a space and A„ A2 its two distinct points

such that

(1) no continuous mapping of 77 into Y or into T distinguishes A, from A2;

(2) every continuous mapping of any subcontinuum of every Tí G S into 77 is

constant.

(Let us note that (1) has been already required in III.8.) We construct the space

Q and its points qx, q2, q3 in the dependence of these data. Suitable choices of V, Y,

&, 77, fulfilling (1) and (2), and leading to the proofs of the main theorems, will be

shown in §V.14.

(For the metric form of the construction, we require diam V < 1, diam Y < 1,

diam 77 = 1, dist(A„ A2) = 1.)

2. Let V, Y, W,w,&, 77, A„ A2 be as in 1, let (1) and (2) be fulfilled. Let Z be as

in §111.8, i.e. the quotient of the sum H \J W, given by the identification w — A,.

We denote this point qx and put A2 = q2.

Let M be a connected rigid relation on the underlying set of the space Z (we

denote it also by Z), i.e. (Z, M) is an object of G such that if/: (Z, M) —> (Z, M)

is a morphism of G, then / is the identity. Such a relation has been constructed in

[17]. Denote by tt, : M -» Z, try M -» Z the first and the second projections. Let A '

and its points a',x, a1,2, a''3 be constructed by means of &' as in §IV.2 (/ = 1, 2, 3).

The space Q is defined as the quotient of the sum (either in Top or in Metr

whenever Z is a metric space, diam Z < 1, dist(c7,, ¿72) = 1)

Zy y (AXX {z})v   V   (A2* {m})
z&Z mE:M
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given by the following identifications

(a1'1, z) ~ z    for all z G Z;

(a1'2, z) ~ (a2J, m)    iff ir,(m) = z;

(ax-3, z) ~ (a2-3, m)    for all z G Z and all m EM.

The point obtained by the last identification is defined to be q3. To simplify the

notation, let us suppose that Z c Q, H and If are both subspaces of Z and

77 n If = {<?,}, £72 G 77, 4: A ' -► Q sends A' onto the zth copy Ax in Q by the

rule 4(a) = (a, ^), and £m: A2 —> «2 sends /I2 onto the wth copy A2 in g by the rule

£m(a) = (a, m), for every z G Z and every m E M. Hence, £z(ax,x) = z, £z(a1,3) =

13 = U"X3) and 4(fl12) = Ua2-0 iff */m) = *•

Observation, g is a connected space. It is Hausdorff or regular or normal or

paracompact whenever Z has this property. In the metric case, diam Q = 1 and

dist(<¡r,, q) = 1 for i =£j; Q is complete whenever Z is complete.

3. In what follows, either (P,p) = (911(G), pG) or (P,p) = (9 (to), pJ, 9H and 9

are constructed by means of &3 (and B), and Q and qx, q2, q3 are as in 2. Denote

A = (P,p) * (Q, qx, q2, q3). As in §111.1.3, we suppose that P c A and, for every

x G A, ex : Q —» A sends ß onto its xth copy in A by the rule ex(q) = (ç?, x).

Denote A, = Z, A2 = A7. Denote by T the set of all y = (j, k, x) with j G

{1,2}, k E Kj, x E X and by ay the embedding AJ —>Q—*X. By our convention

(see §IV.2), Ad c AJ for every d E D.

We recall that If-branches of A and their roots have been introduced in

§111.7-8.
Observation. For every x G A and z G Q\W, ex(z) is the root of its If-branch

(see §111.7). Particularly, if y = (2, k, x), then every point of oy(A2) is the root of its

If-branch; if y = (1, k, x), then every point of oy(Ax\{ax,x}) is the root of its

If-branch. We conclude that if for some y,y' ET, a E ay(AJ) and a' E ay.(AJ) are

in the same If-branch, then either y = y', a = a' or j = f = 1 and a = ay(ax,x),

a' = ay(aXJ). Particularly, if for some y,y' G T, d,d' E D, some a E oy(AJd) and

a' E ay,(AJd) are in the same If-branch, then necessarily y = y' (hence j = /),

a = a' and the pairs d, d' have a common member, i.e. tT/(d) = trr(d') for some

/,/'G {1,2}.

4. Lemma. Let E be in S, let F be a subcontinuum of E. Let A: F—> Q be

continuous. Then either A is constant or h(F) c Wor there exist d E D,j E {I, 2},
. it

k E K, such that E = Ad and A is the domain-restriction of AJ —> Q.

Proof. Let j' E {1, 2}, d G D and Ad be distinct from E. Let k be in Kr Put

% = £k(AJd\{ad>x, ad<2}), G = A"'(%). If G ^ 0, F\G ^ 0, then, by the Kuratow-

ski theorem, the closure of every component of G intersects its boundary; hence F

contains a subcontinuum mapped by A onto a nondegenerate subcontinuum of

ik(AJd), which is impossible. Thus, if G =£0, then necessarily F\G = 0, i.e., A

maps T7 into £k(AJd), hence it must be constant. We conclude that A is either

constant or it maps F into Q\ U £k(AJd\{ad'x, aJd2}), where the union is over all
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(y, d) such that Ad is distinct from E and all k E Kj. Since h(F) is connected and

every continuous mapping of F into 77 is constant, by (2), either h(F) c If or A is

constant or E = Ad for some y G {1, 2}, d E D and h(F) c ik(AJd) for some

k G Kj. Then necessarily A is the domain-restriction of i¡k.

5. Lemma. For every E E &x \J &2 and every subcontinuum F of E, any continuous

mapping A : F —» P is constant.

Proof. Since either P=9H(G)or7>= 9(u>), both are constructed by means of

6E3 (and B). The proof is quite analogous to the proof of Lemma A in §IV.3 (or the

first part of the proof of Lemma A in §IV.4, respectively).

6. Let {<?„}^=0 De as in §111.1. By §111.1, this sequence has no accumulation point

in A. For every E E & and any continuous A: E —* X, h(E) is compact, hence it

contains at most a finite number of its members. Let us suppose that for some

E E & and some continuous mapping A: E—* X, h(E) really intersects {c?n}~=0.

Let n be the greatest natural number such that on E H(E). Since h(E) is con-

nected, the continuous mapping

Pn+\-X\{om\m >n) ->Xn+i

introduced in §111.4, defines a continuous retraction of A(7s) u (X„+x~\{on+x}) onto

X„+x\{o„+x}.

Lemma. A ° p„ + 1: E^* An+,\ {<?„+,} is a constant with the value on.

Proof. For every x G Xn\{on}, put %x = ex(Q\W u {<//,, c72, q3})- Let Gx be

its preimage in A ° p„+1. Since on E h(E), we have E\GX ^ 0. If Gx ¥= 0, then

A ° pn+x maps the closure of every component of Gx onto a nondegenerate

subcontinuum of ex(Q). By 4, this is possible only when A ° p„+, maps it into

ex(W) or when A ° p„ + , is a restriction of £k ° ex for some k E K (and E = Ad for

some d E D). The last case is impossible because t?„ = ex(q2) is in pn+,(A(7i)). We

conclude that A ° pn+x maps 7? into A„ u U x^x^{o„) ex(W). This union can be

continuously retracted onto A„ by p(ex(y)) = x for every y E W. Hence

h ° Pn + \ ° P maps E continuously into Xn such that the image contains o„. We

show that h ° pn+x ° p is constant onto on (and then A ° p„+, is also constant onto

o„). Let « = 0. If E E <3X u <32, then it follows from 5; if E E {B} u #3, then it

follows either from §IV.3 or from §IV.4. Let us suppose n > 1. For every x G

X„_x\{on}, put %x = ex(Q\ W u {t7,, c72, q3}) again and let Gx be its preimage in

A » pn+, ° p. Since E\GX is always nonempty, Gx must be empty, again by 2. But

{o„} U U x 6HX, where x runs over Xn_x\{on), is a neighbourhood of on in An.

Since E is connected, its image is just {«„}.

7. Lemma. T^ei E be in &, let h: E —> A be continuous and let om £ A(7T) for all

m > n. Let I > n and let h ° p¡ map E into one W-branch of X. If either E G {B} (J

3? or h ° Pi is nonconstant, then A ° p/+, maps E into one W-branch.

Proof. Denote g = A ° p,, g = A ° p/+1. (a) First, let us suppose that g is

nonconstant. Since E is connected, g(7s) c A/\{c?/} and g(7s) c A/+]\{c?/+,}, by

§111.4. For every x G X,\{o,}, denote % = e,(Ô\If U {c72» <73})> G, = «"'C^*)-
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Since g is nonconstant, E\GX ¥= 0 for all x G A/\{c?/}. If Gx ¥= 0, then the

closure, F, of a component of Gx is a nondegenerate subcontinuum of E mapped

by g onto a nondegenerate subcontinuum of ex(Q). By 4, this is possible only when

g(F) c ex(W) or E = Ad for some/ E {1,2}, d E D and g is the domain-restric-

tion of 4 ° e;c f°r some k E Kj. The last case is impossible because g(7i)\{x} =£ 0.

We conclude that g maps E into g(7s) u U ,£g(£) ex(W). If g(£) is contained in

one If-branch, then g(7s) is contained also in one If-branch.

(b) Let us suppose that g is constant with the value y and E E {B} u <33. If

y = om with m > I, then g = g. Let us suppose that y G X,\{o,}. Then g maps £

into ey(Q). Thus either g is constant or g(7s) c ey(W), by 4. Consequently, g maps

E into one If-branch.

8. Lemma. Let A be in 3) u 3} and let h: A -> A be continuous. Then either h(A)

is contained in one W-branch or there exists y = (j, k, x) G T such that A = Ad for

some d E D and h is the domain-restriction of ay AJ^>Q—> X.

(For the definition of T see 3.)

Proof. If h(A) does not intersect the sequence {<?„}, then A ° p0 is constant, by 5

and §111.4. If h(A) intersects {on} and n is the greatest natural number such that

on G h(A), then A ° pn + x is constant, by 6. We conclude that there is always a

natural number m such that A ° pm is constant. If A ° p¡ is constant for all I > m,

then A is constant, hence h(A) is in one If-branch. Let m be the smallest natural

number such that A ° pm is nonconstant. By 5, m > 1. Let_y be in Am_, such that

A ° pm_, is the constant with the value i(y), where Xm_, and /': Am_, -» A are as in

§111.4. Then necessarily y E Am_,\{om_,} otherwise h ° pm would be equal to the

constant onto om_x again. Hence i(y) = y and A ° pm maps A into e (Q). Since

h ° pm is supposed to be nonconstant, either it maps A into e (W) or it is the

domain-restriction of some ay. AJ —> Q —» A, where y = (j, k, x), A = Ad for some

d G 7). In the second case, necessarily A ° pm = A because A(^l) is connected. If

h ° pm maps ^4 into e ( If), i.e. into one If-branch, then by 7, A ° p, is nonconstant

and maps A into one If-branch for all I > m. Then A maps A into one If-branch.

9. Proposition. Lei A: Q —» A Ac? a continuous mapping. Then either h(Q) is in

one W-branch or h = ex for some x E X.

. &       h
Proof, (a) For every/ G {1, 2}, /c G A,., c7 G D, the mapping ^¿ «^ /I7 ^ 0 ^ A

maps /1¿ either into one If-branch or it is the domain-restriction of some £k ° ex, by

8. If {Bx, . . . , Bn) is a circle in AJ (for the definition of the circle in Aj, see §IV.2)

and £k ° h maps Bx into one If-branch, then it maps U"=i B¡ into one If-branch,

by the observation in 3. We conclude that if 4 ° A maps at least one Ad into one

If-branch, then it- maps the whole AJ into one If-branch, by §IV.2. Otherwise

there exist x = x(j, k) E X and k = k(j, k) E K¿ such that 4 ° A = i-k ° ex.

(b) Let us suppose that, for somey G {1, 2}, k E Kj, the mapping ík° h maps AJ

into one If-branch. We recall that A, = Z, K2 = M, where M is a connected rigid

relation on Z (see 2). Let us suppose y = 1, k = z G Z. Choose m E M such that
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tT,(m) = z, where -n, is the first or the second projection. Then necessarily h(im(a2J))

and A(£m(a2,3)) are in the same If-branch, consequently £m ° h maps A2 into one

If-branch, by (a). Since M has been chosen to be connected, A maps

UmeM £m(A2) into one If-branch. Hence it maps every iz(ax'2) and £z(ax'3) in the

same If-branch, consequently A maps the whole Q into one If-branch.

(c) Otherwise for every j E {1, 2} and k E Kj there exists k = k(j, k) E Kj and

x = x(j, k) E X such that 4 ° A = £k ° ex. Since èk(aJ'3) - ^(ct/'3) for all // G

{1,2}, A: G Kj, k' E Kj,, necessarily x(y, A:) = x(f, k'); denote it simply by x.

Define /: Z^Zby f(k) - £ If m - (z„ z2) G M then 4i(a1,2) = £m(a2'x) and

4 (a1'2) = £m(a2'2). This implies that/: (Z, Af) -> (Z, A7) is a morphism of G. Since

M has been chosen to be rigid (see 2), k = k for all k E Z = A,. Then also k = k

for all k E K2= M. We conclude that h = ex.

10. Proposition. Le/ w¿ suppose (P,p) = (9H(G),pG), to g: 91t(G')-> A Ae a

continuous mapping. Then g(91L(G')) is contained either in 91L(G) or /« c?«e If-

branch of X.

Proof, (a) First, let us consider a continuous mapping A: Ad —> X, d E D. If

either A(^LJ) intersect {on} or A » p0 is constant, then A(/lj) is contained in one

If-branch, by 6 and 7. Let us suppose that A ° p0 is nonconstant. By §111.4, it maps

A3d into 91L(G)\{pG}. By §IV.3, A ° p0 is the domain-restriction of ey A3 -> 9H(G)

for some r E R, where G = (S, R). Since A(/lj) is connected, A ° p0 = A, i.e., A is

the domain-restriction of er.

(b) Now, let A: /I3 —> A be continuous. If A maps /lj into one If-branch for some

d E D, then it maps the whole A3 into one If-branch. For, if {Bx, . . . , Bn) is a

circle in A3 and A maps Bx into one If-branch, it maps U"_i B¡ into one

If-branch, by (a) and 3, hence it maps A3 into one If-branch. Otherwise h(A3) c

911(G) and A is nonconstant, hence A = er for some r E 7?, by §IV.3.

(c) If g: 9H(G') -+ A is continuous, G' = (5', 7?'), then for every r E R ', er ° g:

/13 -» A is either e- for some r G 7? or it maps A3 into one If-branch. If er ° g maps

>13 into one If-branch then it maps the whole 91t(G') into one If-branch because

G' is connected. Otherwise g(91L(G')) c 911(G).

11. We recall that B is a nondegenerate subcontinuum of a Cook continuum G

disjoint with all members of 8) u 3? U 3? (see the beginning of §V). Let 5' be a

set. Since Bs is compact, h(Bs ) contains only a finite number of members of the

sequence {<?„} for every continuous mapping A: Z?5 -» A. Let h(Bs) really inter-

sect {on} and let « be the greatest natural number such that on E h(Bs).

Lemma, h ° pn+x: Bs -* X is constant onto on.

Proof, (a) If card 5' = 1, then it follows from 6.

(b) Let 5' be arbitrary, nonempty. Choose <p0 G Bs with A(tp0) = on. For every

¿ G 5' denote by tl: B -^ Bs the embedding sending any x G B to <p such that

tp(¿) = x, cp(/) = <p0(0 for all t G 5'\{¿}. Then n is the greatest natural number

such that c?„ G h(r¡s(B)); hence il ° A ° pn+, is constant onto on, by (a). We

conclude that A ° pM + , maps onto on every cp G Bs which differs from <p0 for at
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most one ¿ G 5. Since (A ° p„ + x) ° p„+, = A ° p„ + 1, we can proceed by induction.

We obtain that A ° pn+x maps onto on every tp G Bs which differs from tp0 for at

most a finite number of ¿ G 5'. Since this set is dense in Bs, A ° pn+1 maps Bs

onto on.

12. Lemma. Let A: Z?s —> A Ae a continuous mapping, let om G h(Bs) for all

m > n. Let I > n. If h ° p, maps Bs into one W-branch, then A ° p/+, maps Bs also

in one W-branch.

Proof, (a) If card 5' = 1, then it follows from 7.

(b) Let 5' be arbitrary, nonempty. Choose <p0 G Bs and define -qy B —» Bs as in

the previous proof. Since tl ° h ° p, maps B into one If-branch, r/s ° A ° p/+, maps

it into one If-branch, by (a). We conclude that A ° p/+1 maps every cp G Bs',

which differs from cp0 for at most one ¿ G 5, into the same If-branch as cp0. Since

A ° Pi maps Bs into one If-branch, we can proceed by induction. Thus, A ° p/+,

maps the whole Bs into one If-branch.

13. Proposition. Let (P,p) = (9(u),pJ, let g: 9(w')-*X be a continuous

mapping. Then g(9 (co')) is contained either in 9(cc) or in one W-branch.

Proof. Denote to = (5, 9). (a) First, let us consider a continuous mapping A:

Ad —» A, d E D. If h(Ad) intersects {on} and n is the greatest n such that

0„ G h(Ad), then A » p„+, is constant, by 6. Otherwise consider A ° p0. This is either

constant or maps Ad into A0\{<?0}. If A ° p, is constant for some /, then A maps Ad

into one If-branch, by 7. Otherwise A ° p0 maps Ad into ^(to^p^}. Then, by

§IV.4, there exists T E 9, such that A ° p0 sends every a E Ad to (a, T). Then

A ° p0 = A because A(/l) is connected.

(b) Now, let A: /I3 —* X be a continuous mapping. By (a) it maps every Ad either

in one If-branch or onto Ad X {T(d)} for some T(d) G 9 by the rule a ~*

(a, T(d)). If it maps some Ad into one If-branch, then it maps the whole A3 into

one If-branch (the proof using circles in A3 is quite analogous to 10(b)). Otherwise

all the T(d)'s are equal to each other, i.e. A maps A3 into 9(u>) by the rule

a ~*(a, T).

(c) Let g: 9(u') —* X be a continuous mapping. Denote co' = (5', 9). Since Bs

is compact, g(Bs) contains only a finite number of members of the sequence {<?„}.

If it really intersects it, then g ° p„+, is constant on Bs for suitable n. If g ° p, is

constant on Bs for some /, then g maps Bs into one If-branch, by 12. Then, by

(b), g maps every A3 X {T} into one If-branch, hence g maps the whole 'iP(to')

into one If-branch. If g(Bs) does not intersect {on}, and g ° p0 is not constant on

Bs, it maps Bs into 9(u))\{pa}. If, for some T E 9', g maps ^3 X {T} into one

If-branch, then g(xr) = g(bs ), both being in one If-branch and also in

9(u)\{pw], where Xt anc^ °S are as m §IV.4. Then, by §IV.4, g is constant on Bs,

which is a contradiction. Hence, g maps every A3 X {T} into ^("^{p^}, conse-

quently g(9 (co')) c 9(w).

14. Now, we finish the proofs of the main theorems. Denote by L the category of

all paracompact or all normal or all completely regular or all regular or all
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Hausdorff or all topological spaces. The following assertion follows immediately

from 9, 10, 11, §§IV and III. 10.

Let spaces Y, V be given. Form If, w and T as in §111.5 and §111.6. Let S be a

countable collection of nondegenerate subcontinua of a Cook continuum G and let

77 be a space with two distinguished points A,, A2 such that (1), and (2) from 1 are

fulfilled. Let K be the category of all spaces A containing V many times and such

that every continuous mapping /: A —* Y is constant. If V and 77 are in L, then

K n L is an almost universal category. If V and 77 are in the category M of all

metrizable spaces, then K n M is an almost ¿-universal category (and, under (M), it

is universal).

To prove Theorem 1, we choose 77 to be a totally disconnected regular space

such that no continuous mapping of 77 into any space of the cardinality card Y +

card T distinguishes A, from A2 (such a space is constructed in [6] or [2]). Since 77 is

totally disconnected, any continuous mapping of any E G S into 77 is constant.

To prove Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, it is sufficient to choose Y to be a one-point

space and 77 to be a nondegenerate subcontinuum of G disjoint with all E E & ; A,

and A2 can be arbitrary distinct points of 77. Let us note that, for the proofs of

Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, the whole construction can be essentially simplified.

15. Remark. The main theorems were announced in [16], where the category of

all connected compact Hausdorff spaces, containing a given totally disconnected

compact Hausdorff space many times, is also announced to be ¿-universal (and,

under (M), universal). Since the present paper is rather long and the proof of the

assertion about compact Hausdorff spaces requires quite distinct construction, it

will appear elsewhere.
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